Unfortunately, in order that the treatment may be understood thoroughly, it is necessary to give a brief outline of the theory of aetiology which led eventually to the treatment.
The literature on the subject is almost endless, but out of it all one fact emerges, and that is, that it is inconceivable that any one factor causes the disease. In such a complex disease it is more likely that several factors go to build the whole edifice, and of these, three main causes with their subdivisions seem to fit most accurately with the known facts.
The first of these factors, rise in abdominal pressure, has been fully and logically argued by Paramore,1 and is wholly physical. The second, as I see it, is physio-chemical, while the third is wholly chemical. It is not proposed to enter here into the first two of these factors, but the third must be briefly stated as it is intimately connected with the treatment.
It is no new theory to lay down that in pre-eclamptic toxaemia there is a breakdown of maternal protein metabolism.
Indeed the whole modern treatment, at least in so far as diet is concerned, is concentrated on reducing the mother's protein intake to the absolute minimum, which is paramount to saying that animal protein is a deadly poison. If Let it then be laid down as a working hypothesis, that in pre-eclamptic toxaemia the liver partially fails in its function of deamination, in consequence of which the incompletely katabolised amino-acids are set free in the general circulation, giving rise to the typical signs, symptoms and effects of the disease. Why the liver so fails it is not within the scope of this paper to deal : let it suffice for the purposes of this hypothesis that incompletely oxidised products of amino-acids are the ultimate cause of pre-eclamptic toxaemia.
Two facts now arise, and it is with these facts that the treatment is connected.
(1) Mitchell and Hamilton 2 state that while deamination may be a process of reduction, in all probability it is the result either of hydrolysis or oxidation. Of these two methods, the latter or oxidative deamination is the more likely, on the basis of indirect evidence supplied by Dakin. (2) There is evidence that in the eclamptic and pre-eclamptic states there is an absolute deficiency in the blood calcium.3*4 Further, that calcium is an active antagonist of certain byproducts of the amino-acids has been shown by Major and his co-workers. 5 From the above, a tentative conclusion may be drawn that in the pre-eclamptic blood there are unoxidised by-products of amino-acids and a real hypo-calcsemia. The 
